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Dedication
To all of those caring parents with an open mind and
imagination who were willing to explore nontraditional
possibilities for baby naming in order to bestow the
most priceless gift they can give to their child—his or
her name.
To my son, Charles, and his wife, Carrie, who stepped
outside of their comfort zone to investigate the validity
of the importance of naming their baby using a
nontraditional approach. As a result, they were able to
“test” all of their name choices and to select the name
that was best suited for their son that will bring him a
well-balanced set of personal characteristics, joy and
success. Had they not gone through this exercise, my
grandson, Calvin, would not have had the balanced
name that he now has.
And to all of those individuals who encouraged me
to share with the world the truth about baby naming
using a nontraditional approach to deciphering
the code that lies hidden within each name assigned
at birth. This information will enable parents to make
a better name selection to bring more balance to
their child.
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Foreword

About the Author
Born into a metaphysical family, Ms. Justis has been a
spiritual intuitive all of her life. She trained under her
Mother, a Chaldean Master Numerologist who originally founded Numbers R U in providing charts and
readings since 1984.
Ms. Justis created and designed a comprehensive and
responsive Chaldean Numerology Web site (NumbersRU.com). Her computer software program, Numerology for the New Era, was inspired by and based on an
original software program copyrighted by her mother
in 1984. The result of years of research, Numerology for
the New Era is a unique, one-of-a-kind, newly redesigned and revised innovative PC and web-based
application which utilizes leading-edge technology and
has the ability to calculate dates between 1900 and
3004, a span of over 1,000 years.
This top-of-the-line software program enables NumbersRU.com to provide clients with perfectly accurate
Numerology charts, readings and consultations specializing in: Complete character analyses or assessment
tools for personal growth and self-awareness, baby
name testing, birth versus adoptive naming, and more.
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masters in the world and is approved by the Association
Internationale de Numerologues in the UK. Ms. Justis
has a numerological office in Northern California.
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Introduction

Purpose for Writing the Book
This book was written for the sole purpose of informing
parents about the truth about baby naming—the real
truth that is! The information presented is based on
years of experience, discoveries, case studies, research,
and knowing just how important naming your baby
really is. It’s time to share this information with the rest
of the world regardless of how controversial the
subject matter may be.
We will not delve into the technical aspects of how to
calculate the blueprints in this book because this
information is only to inform parents-to-be that
another approach to naming does exist and briefly,
how it works. If we are able to make an impact on
raising the bar for baby naming, then we will have
accomplished our goal. After all, knowledge is “power.” If you remain stagnate in your way of thinking,
then there can be no growth or progress.
As parents, you represent the role models for your
children and as the old saying goes, “monkey see,”
“monkey do.” That means your children are most likely
to mimic your ways of doing things, so for those
ix
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parents who are innovative and open to progress, so
shall your child be.
We were left a secret legacy that has virtually gone
untapped from brilliant mathematicians, philosophers,
spiritual leaders and scientists combined who discovered a way of predicting the future and understanding their people. This mathematical formula that
they left us is so exact, it is laser-focused in abstracting
information about who you are.
With today’s technology we are able to capture and put
into play the legacy left to us to share with mankind the
secrets of the past. These secrets will have a big impact
on our children when the magnitude of information
surrounding each child is finally revealed, understood,
and accepted.
Baby naming is not even close to what you might think.
There is no such thing as traditional or nontraditional
names when it comes to applying the principal of using
a mathematical formula to “testing” a name. The process is technical, nonemotional and very analytical.
There is no bias from the standpoint of using this
method as opposed to what others may think the name
means in whatever culture. Since only a handful of
x
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individuals can accurately calculate baby names by
using this specific formula that I’m referring to, it
stands to reason why the rest of the world falls back on
only what they know.
Stand-alone names do not have any value or meaning
once the name is inked on the birth certificate. When
the birth certificate is finalized, the name and birthdate
form the baby’s spiritual master plan, blueprint or
owner’s manual—based on whatever you want to call
this plan.
Think about it—when you build a house, you are
building to a custom designed architectural specification or blueprint based on mathematical formulas.
When you purchase products, they come with an
owner’s manual which is included as part of the
product. So why would you think we would not be born
in a neat little package that comes with an instruction
manual? The answer is—of course we do!
The following is a perfect example of why baby naming
as we currently know it does not make any sense when
you stop to analyze it. Take the name “Suri.” Suri
means Princess in Hebrew, Red Rose in Farsi and Pick
Pocket in Japanese, so what does the name really
xi
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mean? It means whatever the name means in a
particular culture but it in no way reflects that meaning
onto your child. That statement should come as a surprise to parents who have used this method for naming
their baby when you look at what’s behind the name.
Because baby naming is so misunderstood, it is unlikely
that you will find many services on the market that will
provide you with the information as we have presented
it in our book—there are only a few experts who know
this subject well. You can find many Numerologists who
specialize in baby naming; however, the most popular
number system that they use was flawed from the day
it was introduced but the average person would not
know this. Without investigating who you are working
with, you could easily be creating more of a problem
for yourself in using this mathematical approach to
naming.
As the story was written, Julia Roberts named her twins
nontraditional names so she thought—Hazel Patricia
Moder and Phinneaus Walter Moder. Regardless of
their unusual names, both have very successful and
well-balanced blueprints. There was so such attention
made to the twin’s names that Julia named her third
child this time around, a “traditional” name.
xii
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Julia named her son, Henry Daniel Moder which sounds
like a traditional name; however, his name calculates to
be a more difficult blueprint in reference to his core
characteristics as opposed to his sister and brother’s
blueprint. The difference is that two of Henry’s core
characteristics just happen to be identical numbers or
the intellectual characteristics. It’s not likely that Henry
will be as outgoing as others but he will have a brilliant
analytical mind.
We could go on forever with analyzing names, and
what their blueprints calculate to be. The point is that if
parents only knew the truth about baby naming, they
would want to “test” their favorite baby names first
before assigning the name.
For many, this concept is just too far out for the
average person to embrace. The truth about baby
naming still remains a secret for the most part, so this
book is meant to educate parents on a whole new
concept that’s not the traditional approach to baby
naming. This approach is using an ancient system of
numbers to decipher the code—a code that resides
within each name assigned at birth.

xiii
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It’s amazing that other cultures are so far advanced in
their thinking about the importance of baby naming
and the degree to which they will go in selecting a
name that will bring their child success. They do not
consider Numerology to be nontraditional but rather
for them, it would be considered the traditional method for naming.
Ethnic tradition in other cultures dictates the seriousness surrounding baby naming handed down from
generation to generation led by the elders. Their opinion carried a lot of weight in wanting to insure that
their ethnic tradition was upheld.

xiv
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The elders also knew that the baby’s blueprint provided
potential choices from the numbers stemming from a
name and that the letters represented sound (phonetics) and specific vibrational patterns. These patterns
are then translated into a language that we can all
understand.

xv
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Chapter 1

Knowledge is Power
Knowledge is power and knowing what your child’s
blueprint is is invaluable and an investment in his or her
future happiness as he or she grows up and discovers it
all starts with “THEM!”
The secret to their success in life will boil down to FIRST
knowing who they are and how they are wired. When
you intellectually understand the personal characteristics and traits, development, strengths and weaknesses and how all of the components work or don’t
work well together (aggressive versus nonaggressive),
then they are more apt to make better choices in life.
This knowledge will enable them to see the bigger
picture of who they are to better understand their
behavior patterns.
The point is that patterns of our names at birth, in
conjunction with the patterns of our birthdate vibratory
force, become the basis for focusing on our life’s
blueprint of experiences that can be mapped out. The
only way to focus in on our experiences then is to
understand the language behind our numbers once we
have turned the letters of our name into assigned
1
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numbers and applying a mathematical formula. It
should be mentioned that your child’s full blueprint will
consist of the following components although we are
only dealing with a partial chart prior to birth:
 Birthname Reveals: Soul/Heart’s Desire (emotional), Personality and Purpose for the
personal characteristics and Soul Qualities
(eight lessons to be learned in this lifetime)
 Birthdate Reveals: Destiny, Birthdate Cycles,
Challenges, Pinnacles (development areas)
 Birthname/Birthdate Combined Reveal: Life
Goal (mid-age)
Soul Qualities (SQ) are automatically generated at the
same time as the three “core” characteristics. They
have not been mentioned or explained prior to this as
they are the result of the name you pick (name = SQs).
A rating system will determine what areas your child
will need development in and to what degree. The
following is a list of the eight Soul Qualities or areas
that your child will experience growing up.

2
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SQ#1:
SQ#2:
SQ#3:
SQ#4:
SQ#5:
SQ#6:
SQ#7:
SQ#8:

Leader/Pioneer
Partner/Sensitivity
Creative/Social
Structure/Foundation
Freedom/Change
Domestic/Caregiver
Educator/Analytical
Ambition/Balance

The blueprint or character analysis that can be generated from the name by itself or name and birthdate
combined will give parents more insight into their
child’s behavioral patterns. This insight will influence
their child in a more positive way during the most
important stages of their life—growing up.

3
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Chapter 2

Ways to Select Baby Names
There are many ways to select baby names, especially
when you investigate all of the resources available on
the Internet, which includes people who specialize in
the naming process as well as the many published baby
naming books on the market today. Parents may select
a baby name through one of the following ways:
Intuition/Process of Elimination
Some parents just know intuitively what they will call
their newborn; not always knowing why, but having
very strong feelings that the name they selected will be
the perfect fit for their baby.
Culture
Some cultures will dictate the naming convention that’s
traditionally driven. Since most of us have ethnic pride
and want to connect and preserve our ethnic roots, the
names common to our culture are the obvious choice.
Some names carry information about roots, such as
family or clan names. They are generally inherited.
Prior Selection Process of a Name
Picking a name you always loved and wanted to name
your baby since it is a name that appeals most to you.
5
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Honoring Someone Special
The name is chosen to remember someone special,
such as a parent or relative that has died, to honor that
person by carrying on their name.
Inventing a Nontraditional Name
There are those parents who are independent and
nontraditional and want to select a baby name that’s
very different, a name that no one could normally
relate to, such as “Venus,” “Clover,” or “Charisma.”
You will notice that Numerology was not listed as one
of the above methods for selecting a name. That’s
because most people are not familiar with Numerology
or how this science of numbers actually works. According to this ancient science, which is both theosophical and metaphysical, all numbers give off vibrational energy which shapes the potential attitudes,
talents, traits, and environment of an individual.
Numerology is in fact a valuable tool that is not only a
method for researching a name but can also provide
the true meaning behind the name you have selected.
There may be scores of baby naming resources on the
market but none of them delve into the “meaning”
behind the name or what the name actually calculates
to be. That’s because this knowledge is not readily
6
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available for the most part. The majority of children are
being given names that may have an adverse effect on
them in the long run when parents can easily influence
selecting their child’s personal characteristics with the
naming convention itself.
Your child will not pay close attention to his or her
name until they become older. If the name you gave
your child does not at some point in time resonate with
them, they will change their name by using 1) a less
formal version of their name; 2) a favorite nickname; or
3) choosing a name altogether different. This will be
the result of not feeling a “connection” with the vibrational patterns that resonate from what the birth
name calculates to be and not feeling the name is a fit.
That’s why it’s so important for parents to “test” each
of the names they select to ensure they are assigning
the best name possible for their infant. Remember,
your infant had no say so when you assigned their
name at birth.
To complicate matters more, when a name is “legally”
changed, it takes nine years for the new name to
resonate 100% with that individual. Naming is serious
business and should not be taken lightly because of its
complexity and side effects it has on humans.

7
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With that said, this book will cover the information parents need to know about baby naming using a nontraditional method, Chaldean Numerology, a laserfocused, powerful resource tool used to decipher the
code that resides within each name assigned at birth
with precise accuracy.

8
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Chapter 3

What Parents Should Know
"Before" Assigning a Name
Did you know that the name you choose for your baby
imprints a very specific spiritual master plan for your
child’s entire life? Well, that statement is true and
proven throughout the ages. Most people are not
aware of this because it was not a part of their training
or educational upbringing.
The most important gift parents can bestow on their
child is the name they assign which makes the name
“priceless.” Doesn’t your baby deserve a priceless gift
for life—one that took you great care and thought to
give?
The name creates a unique vibration and specific life
experiences known as a blueprint for the baby based
on sound resonance and numerical values.
These values reveal his or her “personal” characteristics/traits and soul lessons to be learned. In contrast,
the birthdate reveals the child’s development areas
that include their Destiny, strengths and weaknesses.

11
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Baby naming is a lot more complex than anyone could
ever imagine. It’s not as simple as picking a name and
the job is done. In fact, if parents-to-be only knew the
truth, they would be shocked. Following are some of
the hidden truths that are essential for parents to be
informed of prior to assigning their baby’s final name.
 Parents should know that a spiritual master
plan is woven into every name.
 Parents can select and influence baby’s
characteristics.
 Parents can now “test” names before assigning them prior to birth by virtue of a
name selection process.
 Parents can analyze potential impact of
name on baby’s life.
It’s important for parents-to-be to give your baby a
balanced name and that is only possible through
“testing” a name to find out what the name calculates
to be. In doing so, you are setting in motion a pattern
of qualities of intelligence that will be the foundation of
your child's personality, thinking patterns, and nature.
The baby name you choose will create the baby’s per12
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sonal characteristics/traits that will determine his or her
behavior patterns such as being moody, happy,
outgoing, reserved, aloof, analytical, intellectual—just
to name a few.
Whatever your baby's inner qualities are, they will
develop more naturally with a balanced baby name.
The fundamental purpose is to develop harmony in
relation to the baby's mind and the baby's inner
potential.
Choosing baby names based upon how they sound or
feel is like playing pin-the-tail on the donkey blindfolded. It is often years before you will see the full
influence of the name you have chosen for your child.
An unbalanced baby name will become a hindrance to
your baby as limitations start developing. Why subject
your baby to such limitations needlessly, when you
have the opportunity to give your baby a fully-balanced
name?
We cannot overstate how important picking the right
name is for your baby's future. You have the unique
opportunity to influence consciously your baby’s entire
life constructively by choosing a well-balanced name.

13
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The name you assign your baby is vital which will affect
the child's personal characteristics. By gaining a greater
understanding of these principles, you can become the
most informative parents possible especially since your
baby will be under your mental guidance for many
years. The more you understand about a balanced
name and thinking, the more stability and strength you
can bring to raising your baby.
The influence of thought does not require the baby's
immediate recognition. Even a deaf baby will respond
to a name before understanding it. The parents make
the name choice through the power of thought. The
baby immediately responds to the mathematical formula (that converts into vibrational patterns) of the name.
As the child acquires language and begins to speak, the
personality becomes more defined and recognizable.
Parents have no idea just how the naming convention
affects their child’s entire life. If the name is not balanced and what we mean by that is, if the characteristics are not evenly distributed within the “core”
characteristics, then the child will likely experience
personal problems growing up as a teenager or young
adult.

14
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So you thoroughly understand this concept, we will
provide you with an example of what we are talking
about. For this exercise, we will use the following list of
possible characteristics to select from: Ambitious,
creative, hard worker, humanitarian, intellectual, leader, loner, perfectionist, stubborn and opinionated.
Three of these characteristics will form your baby’s
“core” characteristics that he or she will grow into as
they get older. Imagine having two or three of these
characteristics the same number or same behavior pattern? This would make your child’s personality unbalanced so you can see how this could affect your child’s
behavior in the long run.
A balanced name then refers to a name with an even
distribution of the type of characteristics that form
your baby’s blueprint that reveals your child’s behavior
patterns.
Case studies prove this to be a fact. The best example
is the child who is born with the intellectual numbers.
Intellectuals have a much harder time functioning in
society because they are so smart and generally never
feel like they fit in with the average person. Socially
speaking, they lack the charisma to be entertaining and
outgoing for the most part.
15
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Depending on the name selection, there are seventeen
number combination possibilities for each of the three
“core” characteristics or a total of fifty-one ways to mix
and match choosing a combination of the three “core”
personal characteristics for your child.
For example, you may choose to pick a name that has
an ambitious Purpose which is aggressive, a Soul/
Heart’s Desire that is loving and caring but nonaggressive and an outgoing Personality that is entertaining
while scattering that is nonaggressive. What we won’t
know until the baby is born is his or her Destiny. That’s
because the birthdate reveals the development areas
that we cannot control unless it’s a scheduled cesarean
delivery.
The baby’s blueprint won’t seem to matter too much
while your baby is an infant but having this information
at your fingertips will. Thoroughly understanding how
your child is wired will enable you as parents to zero in
on helping your child become more adjusted as they
are growing up. You will start to witness a significant
change in his or her personality as described in their
blueprint taking form. In addition, you will see new
patterns of aggressive or nonaggressive behavior taking place.
16
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This is easily understood why. Behavior is grouped into
one of three categories that is driven by what the
characteristics reveal; therefore, your child will conform
to one of the following three behavior patterns as a
result of the naming convention: Lover (nonaggressive), Leader (aggressive) or Lover/Leader (nonaggressive or aggressive). What we mean by “Lover” is that
this type of individual is generally nonaggressive and a
caregiver.
The “Leader” is someone who is dominant, in charge
and always in control. The “Lover/Leader” is the more
balanced of the two bearing nonaggressive and
aggressive behaviors combined and are more versatile
in their actions and personality. These three categories
will start to play a bigger role in your child’s life as they
go from kindergarten to elementary school and from
that point on, their behavior is clearly established.
Combining modern computer technology, mathematics, and Chaldean Numerology, we have the ability to
research a name like never before. However, it requires parents to keep an open mind and to be willing
to step outside of their comfort zone to learn the truth
about naming. Not knowing the truth could very easily
have a far-lasting impact on their child like nothing else
17
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will. You will be leap years ahead of those parents who
are not aware that this valuable tool exists in assessing
the layout and design of your child’s character, strengths
and weaknesses.

18
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Chapter 4

Baby Naming: Old Story, New Twist
What would you say if you were told as parents you
have the power to pick the three top “core” characteristics of your child’s “design” prior to birth by virtue
of a “name” selection process—imagine that! The
name you assign to your baby’s birth certificate along
with the birthdate will determine your child’s foundational blueprint and the experiences he or she will
experience throughout their entire lifetime.
After all, a name selection is a big decision when you
think about it. Choosing the right name for your infant
is one of the first and most important things you will
ever do as parents for your new baby. Remember, you
and your newborn will have to live with the name for
the rest of his or her life whether they like the name
you have selected or not. The name is how the world
will identify your child. The more insight you have into
the powerful influence of their name before assigning
that name, the greater the opportunity to enjoy the
success they are capable of achieving. This is due to the
vibrational patterns inherent in the name you have
given them.

21
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Would you be open to researching a nontraditional
concept using a scientific, mathematical approach or at
least to check it out before making a big decision as to
what to name your baby?
Do you care as parents whether your child grows up to be
a leader, business executive, diplomat, lawyer, entrepreneur, nurse, entertainer, builder, healer or teacher
or for that matter, whatever profession your child will
ultimately choose for his or her self?
Parents can now influence that decision by the name
they assign if they wish to “test” the name prior to
birth. The naming convention influences the vibrational
patterns assigned to the name of the infant.
It has long been recognized throughout time that names
play a vital role in directing and influencing one’s
destiny. Everything in the Universe is named and
numbered; therefore, Numerology recognizes that a
spiritual master plan lay hidden in names and the
numbers comprising them. Numerology converts the
letters of your name into assigned numbers, and then
applies the Chaldean alphabet mathematical formula.
This determines the experiences drawn to that human
being coming into the world bearing a particular name.
22
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Numerology virtually strips down a name to its core,
analyzes the components, and then spins the name in
such a way allowing us to determine what your baby’s
primary characteristics/traits are.
Here’s how the process works. Your name and birthdate together form your “foundational” blueprint that
you are born with which remains with you your entire
life or until you legally change your name. To generate a
full blueprint, we need the name and birthdate.
Because we don’t know when the infant will be born,
the next best thing we can do is to “test” just the name
by itself. The name reveals the three “core” characteristics/traits and the eight soul qualities or lessons to
be learned in this lifetime. The birthdate reveals the
baby’s Destiny and development areas.
By generating the Chord Chart (a partial chart), we can
determine the design that the infant will grown into.
The information gained from this blueprint provides
parents with the information they will need in order to
choose the right name for their child.

23
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A partial blueprint that’s generated prior to birth reveals the following three characteristics/traits that are
explained below:

 Soul/Heart’s Desire (Emotional)
 Personality
 Purpose

The Soul/Heart’s Desire reflects the emotional aspect
and inner motivations. The Personality forms the first
real impressions made on the outside world as to how
others see you, while the Purpose reveals what their
mission in life will be or what they aspire to be.
Even though we can only generate a partial blueprint,
those three characteristics combined play a significant
role in determining the most important “core” characteristics of that child.
It doesn’t matter whether we are running a Chord
Numerology Chart for an infant or a Basic Numerology
Chart for a child after birth or an adult, every blueprint
has those three characteristics—and more—which will
always remain the same until there is a legal name
change.
24
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After birth, it is highly recommended before your child
enters kindergarten that you order the Basic Chart and
a reading/consultation so you can learn what his or her
foundational blueprint will reveal. The blueprint will
include your child’s nine missions: Destiny, Soul/Heart’s
Desire, Personality, Purpose, Life Goal, Birthdate Cycles
and Challenges, Pinnacles, Soul Qualities and information on their growth cycles, strengths and weaknesses.
The type of personal information you will receive about
your child will be very surprising to say the least, once
you’ve learned just how much information can be
extracted from their birth chart. These details will
empower you as parents to guide your child with more
exact direction, clarity, insight, and understanding into
the areas where you can assist them the most. What if
you could help your child overcome his or her
weaknesses in the early growth stages while at the
same time, support and encourage their strengths?
Well, you can. With this knowledge, you will be ahead
of the game by knowing just how your child is wired or
character design of your child.
What’s more important is that parents can now “test”
the baby names they have selected prior to assigning
25
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that name and can pick the name based on knowing
what the “core” characteristics are of that particular
name.
The following are two examples of names we “tested” to
show you what each name calculates to be based on the
naming convention. The numerical values associated
with each of the characteristics listed below determine
a baby’s behavioral patterns.
To arrive at these calculations, we must first reverse
engineer converting a name from letters to assigned
numbers and then applying the Chaldean alphabet
mathematical formula. Once calculated, we can generate a partial, personalized blueprint as a result of the
secrets that lay hidden within a name. Only Chaldean
Numerology can decipher the “code.”
The first baby name to be “tested” is Jane Marie Doe.
The following is an analysis of the numbers that her
name calculates to be, the explanation of each number
and a description of the characteristics associated with
each as a result of applying the mathematical formula.
The numbers represent very specific behavior patterns
as listed.

26
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Jane Marie Doe
Soul/Heart’s Desire = 7: Educator/Analytical
Jane will be an intellectual type, analytical, seeking
truth, wisdom, and knowledge with a keen sense of
perfection and will probably like her alone or down
time which is typical of someone who has an analytical
mind.
Personality = 16/7: Leader/Lover/Educator
Jane’s Personality will be complex as she will need to
balance three different vibrational patterns in her personality. She will be serious, reserved, analytical, highly
independent and self-sufficient but will be driven as a
leader and devoted to family on a domestic level as a
caregiver.
Purpose = 5: Freedom/Change/Travel/Action
Jane’s Purpose in life will be to seek her freedom,
change and travel. Bringing forth new ideas for the
purpose of expansion to pass these concepts on to
others.
The second baby name to be “tested” is Stephanie
Marie Doe.
27
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Stephanie Marie Doe
Soul/Heart’s Desire = 4: Builder of Structure/Foundation
Stephanie will be a builder in every sense of the word.
She must have structure surrounding her life and will be
very dependable, loyal, have some stubborn characteristics but will be exact in any project she undertakes
as she will be a perfectionist.
Personality = 8: Ambitious/Materialistic
Stephanie will be materialistic and image will matter in
addition to having nice things. She will be ambitious,
organized and business like in how she will present
herself.
Purpose = 3: Entertainer/Social/Successful
Stephanie’s Purpose is to have a great time at whatever
she does. She’s social and an entertainer with a need to
be around people; striving to make money but working
smart and not hard at whatever she chooses.
The purpose of these illustrations is to show you that a
name actually has a very specific design (a partial DNA
code, so to speak), behind it and that parents can
influence their child’s characteristics. Using Numerolo28
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gy, we can find out what the name they select
calculates to be. This will insure that the name parents
pick will be well-balanced and serve this beautiful child
coming into the world.
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Chapter 5

Benefits of Chaldean Numerology/History
Everything in the Universe is named, numbered and
influenced by mathematical equations. Chaldean Numerology can decipher the code and reveal information
about our purpose in life and the experiences we will
attract during our lifetime. This is accomplished by
using a mathematical formula to calculate the results.
Chaldean Numerology is an ancient science of numbers
which says that we are born with a set of unique
numerical values that represent vibrational patterns
which have definable and describable meanings. The
numbers of our name and birthdate can show you a
design and blueprint that reveal the potential your life
holds, and describe both the possibilities that are
available to you and the choices that can lead to our
greatest success. This information gives you options for
controlling changes in your life and helps you discover
how Numerology gives you insight, clarity and options
for making better choices.
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Benefits of Chaldean Numerology:
 Numerology results are from the most
accurate tool or resource on the market for
determining the patterns and influences
surrounding your baby’s name—a proven fact.
 Numerology is a very exacting and intricate
science, every bit as involved as professional
astrological charts but more accurate due to
using a mathematical formula for obtaining
best results.
 Numerology using mathematical formulas can
identify and interpret that master plan, and
reveal what lies at the heart of each name.
 Numerology applies numerical values to
names that determine the experiences
drawn to that human being coming into the
world bearing a particular name.
 Numerology allows parents to understand
the true meaning of the name they have
selected for their baby.
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 Numerology enables parents to influence
the potential experiences that will unfold
during their child’s lifetime.
History tracks this system of numbers back to 4004 BCE
(before common era) when the Chaldean priest-scientists
used the Chaldean alphabet mathematical formula to
predict the future and to understand their people.
These were brilliant scholars who were well beyond
their years in what they knew, leaving us with a legacy
and wealth of information that is so powerful, it’s
simply magic or rather—beyond magic!
Pythagoras who was a Greek mathematician, philosopher, spiritual leader and scientist, proved the system
of numbers was valid and accurate. Knowing what he
knew, he founded a school run by a brotherhood that
supported his beliefs with the intent of passing along
this information. Unfortunately, the people in the town
became frightened of his knowledge and what was
being taught so they burned down his school and all of
their records. From that point on, this ancient system of
numbers was passed down secretly from person to
person since they dared not take another chance that
their records would be destroyed again.
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The real reason why most people do not know about
Chaldean Numerology is that there were only a couple
of books ever written that got the story and formulas
right. Unfortunately, as a result of this knowledge not
getting passed down correctly, there exist just a few
experts in the world that know this number system well.
To sum up, Chaldean Numerology is the most effective
personal assessment tool on the market that can
provide exact laser-focused information on “testing” of
baby names. This information will provide parents with
the type of details that will enable them to influence
making a decision on their baby’s personal characteristics by deciphering the code that lies hidden within
every name assigned at birth.

Pythagoras
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Company Information
Numbers R U

Combining modern computer technology, mathematics,
and Chaldean Numerology, Numbers R U has developed
a product that has accurately and successfully captured
a way to reveal to you the hidden code and secrets of
the baby name you have chosen. We believe that caring
parents with imagination will welcome this innovative
product.
We are very passionate about our work, so we know
that you are getting the very best Numerology products
available. Our LittleOne™ Baby Naming Charts with a
Twist are "unique" only to the information you have
provided.
There are no other resources or tools being offered from
any other company that can top the type of information
that Numbers R U offers. The material content and
accuracy of our calculations are based on well over 75
years of combined experience between three of us,
Chaldean Master Numerologists, who have teamed up
to share our work with the world. In addition to working
together, we have written and published what has
become known as the standard book on Chaldean Nu37
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merology or a sacred book of numbers: Numbers-The
Powerful Bridge Beyond.
LittleOne Baby Naming Charts that are a “twist”
different from any other baby naming resources allow
parents to “test” baby names they’ve selected prior to
assigning the final name. This mathematical process
takes the guess work out of not knowing the
consequences of what a particular name will calculate to
be which makes this gift of love—priceless.
With well over twenty six years of expertise as Master
Numerologists, Numbers R U has developed a sophisticated, state-of-the-art computer program. This program has given us the tools to virtually strip a name
down to its core, analyze the components, and then spin
the name in such a way (based on a mathematical
formula) that allows us to know your baby’s partial
blueprint and full blueprint after birth.
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“LittleOne™Baby Naming Charts with a Twist”
Offered Only Through Numbers R U.
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